Do the Write Thing Essay

Have violence ever affected your life? It has affected mines in a lot of ways. Each year, each night you heard on the news that someone got killed or stabbed. I always use to cry when I heard my family member got killed. It was hard for me because most of family members died when I was at a young age. I really didn’t understand until I got older. It hurt when you hear shooting every night. Half of the time they just shoot to shoot and end up shooting the wrong person. We need to put an end to violence. We need to put an end right now and make the world a better place. To me violence is just something killing and fighting. We probably cant stop violence, but we can improve on it.

Youth violence and drugs haven’t really affected my life, but I learned a lot about it. I learn not to hang with the wrong crowd or you will end up living on the streets or end up getting killed. I learned drugs is something you want to stay away from. If you end up doing drugs you can say your life is over. Drugs is hard to get away from and if you don’t get away from you will cause serious damage to your body and lungs. Violence and drugs is the same to me. Their both bad and being involved with these two things will have you end up dead. If I can stay away from violence and drugs you can too.

Youth violence don’t start out of nowhere it has a cause or reason. Some people just do it because their scared of someone or something. Its Peer pressure. Peer pressure can cause a lot of bad things to happen to you don’t have someone talk you into something that you don’t want to do. Be a leader and not a follower. Also youth violence begins because people want to retaliate and the war go on and on. Their war will never stop. This is what starts youth violence.
After hearing about all this violence you want to do something about it. One thing you can do is put an end to drug dealing. It would be kind of hard, but to save kids lives you would have to take the challenge. Another thing you can do is create more after school programs. It will keep kids active and out of the streets. You can do anything to stop youth violence you would just have to think about what you want to do and just do it. It would keep kids out of the streets and make the world a better place.

Youth violence has affected mostly everyone life. Youth violence and drugs turned kids bad and turned them into something else. A lot of kids witness their family members being killed. This is probably the main reason why kids got into drugs and violence. The world has change because of youth violence and drugs. Violence and drugs really never affected my life. My family members been killed, but it never changed who I am. Violence is everywhere you go. You can’t stop violence because everywhere you go there’s going to be violence. You probably cant stop violence, but you can improve on it. If there is a lot of violence in your community try stopping it and make your community and the world a better place.